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ESOL 2015-2016 NES - ESOL - before 4/17/17 2015-2016 23 0 0 241 288 269.6 100.00% 258.6

2016-2017 NES - ESOL - after 4/17/17 2016-2017 23 0 0 228 288 263.5 100.00% 258.0

2017-2018 NES - ESOL - after 4/17/17 2017-2018 15 0 0 248 289 270.6 100.00% 258.2

2018-2019 NES - ESOL - after 4/17/17 2018-2019 24 0 0 231 290 267.0 100.00% 255.8

GSEC Advanced Programs: Passrates, by program, matriculation AY, & exam AY
*Scores on exams other than those required for a student's license/endorsement are not included in this dataset.
*n = Candidates attempting the exam; Rept = number of repeaters; AvgReptAtt = average number of repeat attempts per repeater; StdDevReptAtt = standard deviation of repeat attempts; HS Min/Max/Avg/Passrate = High-
score Min/Max/Avg/Passrate
*Average score & passrate calculated w/ highest score per student per exam.
*State mean scores reported out of ResultsAnalyzer prior to 11/2019 system update vary from state means provided thereafter. Benchmark data reported here are laregly the values from the old system; however some
exam years for which we did not have data on file from the old system use the values from the new system.
*State means scores for Praxis exams from Title II data.
*State mean left blank for exam years where benchmark data is unavailable.
*Data as of 4/23/20

ESOL candidates' mean high scores were above the state means and the national cut score of 220, for every matriculation year and exam year reported. Additional exam years for 
each matriculation year not reported through due to n < 10.

Trends: Mean high scores on the NES ESOL exam dipped somewhat for the 2016-17 matriculation year, but recovered in 2017-18 and 2018-19.
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GSEC Advanced Programs: Passrates, by program, matriculation AY, & exam AY
*Scores on exams other than those required for a student's license/endorsement are not included in this dataset.
*n = Candidates attempting the exam; Rept = number of repeaters; AvgReptAtt = average number of repeat attempts per repeater; StdDevReptAtt = standard deviation of repeat attempts; HS Min/Max/Avg/Passrate = High-
score Min/Max/Avg/Passrate
*Average score & passrate calculated w/ highest score per student per exam.
*State mean scores reported out of ResultsAnalyzer prior to 11/2019 system update vary from state means provided thereafter. Benchmark data reported here are laregly the values from the old system; however some
exam years for which we did not have data on file from the old system use the values from the new system.
*State means scores for Praxis exams from Title II data.
*State mean left blank for exam years where benchmark data is unavailable.
*Data as of 4/23/20

School Counseling 2015-2016 NES - School Counselor - before 4/17/17 2016-2017 14 0 0 237 318 270.9 100.00% 264.3

2016-2017 NES - School Counselor - after 4/17/17 2017-2018 24 0 0 242 282 263.1 100.00% 258.0

2017-2018 NES - School Counselor - after 4/17/17 2018-2019 19 0 0 232 290 265.7 100.00% 263.4

School Counseling candidates' mean high scores were above the state means and the national cut score of 220, for every matriculation year and exam year reported. School 
Counseling candidates from the 2018-19 matriculation year are still active in the program and have not taken their exams yet. Additional exam years for each matriculation year not 
reported through due to n < 10.

Trends: Mean high scores on the NES School Counselor exam dipped somewhat for the 2016-17 matriculation year, but recovered in 2017-18. This pattern mirrors the the trend in the 
state means.
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GSEC Advanced Programs: Passrates, by program, matriculation AY, & exam AY
*Scores on exams other than those required for a student's license/endorsement are not included in this dataset.
*n = Candidates attempting the exam; Rept = number of repeaters; AvgReptAtt = average number of repeat attempts per repeater; StdDevReptAtt = standard deviation of repeat attempts; HS Min/Max/Avg/Passrate = High-
score Min/Max/Avg/Passrate
*Average score & passrate calculated w/ highest score per student per exam.
*State mean scores reported out of ResultsAnalyzer prior to 11/2019 system update vary from state means provided thereafter. Benchmark data reported here are laregly the values from the old system; however some
exam years for which we did not have data on file from the old system use the values from the new system.
*State means scores for Praxis exams from Title II data.
*State mean left blank for exam years where benchmark data is unavailable.
*Data as of 4/23/20

School Psychology
2016-2017

Praxis - Praxis II School Psychologist - after 
9/01/14 2017-2018 17 0 0 161 185 176.7 100.00%

2017-2018
Praxis - Praxis II School Psychologist - after 
9/01/14 2018-2019 21 0 0 161 195 177.6 100.00%

School Psychology candidates' mean high scores on the Praxis School Psychologist exam were above the NASP passing score of 147, and the ETS-reported national median score, for 
every matriculation year and exam year reported. (The national median score was 169 or 170 in all available years—see https://www.ets.org/s/praxis/pdf/uyps_1819.pdf and its prior 
iterations). School Psychology candidates from the 2018-19 matriculation year are still active in the program and have not taken their exams yet. Scores from the 2015-16 
matriculation year were split between two exam years, and were not reported through due to n < 10 on each. Additional exam years for each matriculation year not reported through 
due to n < 10.

Trends: Mean high scores on the Praxis School Psychologist exam have remained relatively steady over time.

Exams for our reading interventionist and special education programs not reported through due to n < 10.




